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LNGS, Naples



What are we searching for?



  

Dark matter in the form of elementary 
particles:

✔ not barionic (from nucleosynthesis);
✔ neutral (not interact electromagnetically);
✔stable;
✔cold

We search WIMP weakly interacting 
massive particle that has all these 
characteristics



  

How  are we searching WIMPs?



  

Dark matter & LAr



  

The WARP detection technique

“Identification of the nature of a particle interacting within a double

 phase Argon detector by means of the simultaneous measurement
 of the produced scintillation and ionization” (WARP Letter of Intent 1999)

In liquid Argon for energy depositions
in the range of interest for Dark Matter 

searches  (20-100 keV) we have that

• the amplitude of the first signal (S1) 

• the pulse shape of the first signal (S1)

• the amount of free electrons that drift
  toward the multiplication grids (S2)

strongly depend on the nature of the ionizing 

particle (Ar recoil, electron, heavy ion, etc)

These quantities can be used to characterize



So, we have the DATA.....



Data of WARP

1) experimental data of 100L detector; 
2) experimental data of prototypes detectors;
3) Monte Carlo data; 
4) PMT previous test data (Naples);
5) PMT manufacture data.



LNGS WARP Data 



Event rate and size

The main issue concerning data acquisition and storage is represented by the intrinsic radioactivity of Ar 
due to the 39Ar isotope. 39Ar undergo beta decay with an electron endpoint energy of 565 keV (mean 
electron energy is 219.8 keV). The specific activity of commercial grade lAr has been measured by the 
WARP collaboration to be 1 Bq/kg. The expected event rate induced by 39Ar is thus expected to be 140 
Hz. 
 The WARP detector is designed to discriminate between electrons and nuclear recoils with very high 
efficiency and it has been demonstrated that a smart data acquisition (digitizers + FPGA) could easily 
achieve an overall online rejection power for electron-like events of about 98%. The remaining 2% of 
events cannot be rejected by the online system and a more careful analysis must be performed in order to 
establish a possible DM signature. Summarizing, the total event rate is estimated to be of 3 Hz.

The WARP inner volume is instrumented with 31 3” and 6 2” PMTs, for a total of 37 readout channels. 
The event is composed by 2 parts,  a prompt scintillation signal (S1)  followed by electron induced 
scintillation in the gaseous phase (S2); the latter is delayed in time due to the time needed by primary 
ionization electrons to reach the multiplication grids (due to the inner detector geometry the maximum 
drift time is of about 400 µs).
 
High speed digitizers (8 bits ADC @ 1Gs/s) acquire 15 µs for each of the two signals. The
amount of data per PMT for one event is thus 30 µs × 1Gs/s × 1 byte/sample = 30000 bytes/PMT ev.
This gives for 37 PMTs a total of 1 Mbyte/ev.
 
It is reasonable to assume that a conservative 2:1 compression factor can be obtained by the online 
system itself by use of both zero suppression and an efficient bit packing algorithm. In the following we 
assume 0.5 Mbytes for one full event.





1) Underground: temporary storage and fast background rejection
Given the 3 Hz event rate  the total DAQ data throughput is of 130 GBytes/day. These events need to be 
stored at the detector location and a disk space buffer of 1.5 TBytes is required in order to face possible 
communication problems (up to 10 days) between underground and external labs ( not less than 4 TBytes 
for safety reasons). The events in this buffer will follow two streams toward the external lab: a) all raw data 
will be saved on tape; this corresponds to 130 GBytes/day (1.5 Mbytes/s across the underground-external 
lab fibre connection); b) events will be analyzed by off-line algorithms in order to extract all meaningful 
reconstructed variables and safely further discard electron-like events. This first analysis step could reduce 
the amount of data by factor of 5; this corresponds to a total of 26 GBytes/day.

2) External lab: permanent storage and data analysis
The space required to hold one full year of data is of 9 Tbytes (plus an additional disk space of 4 TBytes). 

3) Calibrations
Periodic detector calibrations have to be performed both during normal data taking and by the use of 
radioactive sources placed inside or nearby the detector. The PMTs gain monitoring belongs to the first 
type and is a crucial issue for the correct behaviour of the detector. Gain monitoring can be performed 
during normal data taking by enabling a dedicated trigger setting; a total of 105 SER events per PMT 
should be acquired at least twice a day. Event size in this case is about 1 µs. This correspond to 7.5 
GBytes/day; this data will be processed and stored on tape.

5) MonteCarlo
MonteCarlo event production is of crucial importance in order to evaluate selection efficiency and to tune 
reconstruction algorithms. For the WIMP search analysis an adequate amount of fully simulated electron-
like and recoil-like events is foreseen. Due to the amount of electron-like events expected to survive online 
reduction a sample of at least 5 106 fully simulated MonteCarlo events is envisaged. MonteCarlo ⋅
simulation is also needed for calibration performed during data taking with neutrons and radioactive 
sources as well as to check background induced by neutrons.



  

The work took place within WARP experiment. Searching for non barionic darl matter 
in the form of WIMPs

Naples test Data 



  

Scheme of the test
PMT signals are directly feed into QDC 
(CAEN). QDC integrates the charge received in 
a time window defined by GATE (we used 60ns). 
The collected charge for each channel is 
converted to a voltage level by a Charge to 
Amplitude conversion section and than 
multiplexed toward two fast 12-bit ADC: one of 
two ADCs is preceded by a 8*amplifier.
The output of two ADC is stored in the internal 
multi-event memory buffer.   



  

R11065, Hamamatsu

Special Bialkali photocathode
 Low radioctivity (about 75mBq/PMT )
Low temperature operation  down to -186'C
3 Inch
12 stage, linear focus
Synthetic Silica/Metal
Supply voltage 1750 V
Rise Time 10 ns,
quartz flat window



  

According to particular requirements to PMTs imposed by WARP 
experimental conditions the main objects of our test were:
✔. check of capability of thermal shock (mechanical endurance) and monitoring of long term 
operation stability at liquid nitrogen temperatures;
✔.study of behavior of basic characteristics (SER, gain, signal to noise ratio, charge resolution, 
dark spectrum and dark rate) at cryogenic temperatures.

Stability in “cold”

Dark current rate, cold, (gain 6*10^6 )
zk4992        1530V    330Hz

zk4983       1500V    389Hz

zk5006         1400V    525Hz 

zk5172       1530V    500Hz 

Gain versus voltage in cold



Database of PMT (mysql), Naples 

All the data (manufacture information and test data) of WARP PMT's are conserved 
in Naples database which is available for WARP collaboration.  

  



  

GUI start interface

MySQL DB

nr of Events, type of 
measure, fill type, 
led, pmt setups, 
notes, shifter id

run_nr
DAQ

ascii and 
root files Analysis

run_nr

initial data, 
measure 

type

analysis 
result

The software scheme



  

Software and DataBase.

The DAQ software is connected to a 
GUI used to enter run parameters. It is 
possible to monitor the data online.
 

the DB is powered by 
the MySQL engine

The software is comprised of 2 separate 
parts and a Database:

The analysis software takes the 
data-files created by the DAQ 
and writes the results of the fit into 
the DB. 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

The workflow of the job is following: 
1. “Grid_launcher“ a) takes the user input from the Workbench of Astrogrid; b) collects all the 
needed files, tabs and programs; c) wraps them in an archive and sends it to the Scope-GRID 
UI. 
2. The Scope UI receives data and programs from "GRID_launcher", unpacks them and 
translates them to Grid job format.
3. Once the GRID job jdl file is ready, "GRID_launcher" starts it in Grid (from an AstroGrid 
node);periodically checks the status; and then (when job is finished) retrieves the results.
4. "GRID_launcher" receives the data archive, unpacks it and puts the results into the 
“MySpace”data storage of AstroGRID.



  

Thank you! 


